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 Description  Description 

CE-700P Extension Bar is a perfect attachment for cutting even bigger circles with their NTCE-700P Extension Bar is a perfect attachment for cutting even bigger circles with their NT
Cutter C-1500 series circle cutter. Cutter C-1500 series circle cutter. 

With this extension bar, you can increase the circle cutting sizes from 16cm to 40cm inWith this extension bar, you can increase the circle cutting sizes from 16cm to 40cm in
diameter, giving you even more flexibility and precision when working on your projects,diameter, giving you even more flexibility and precision when working on your projects,
attachment is designed to seamlessly fit onto your C-1500 series circle cutter, ensuring thatattachment is designed to seamlessly fit onto your C-1500 series circle cutter, ensuring that
you can easily and accurately cut larger circles without any hassle. you can easily and accurately cut larger circles without any hassle. 

Whether you're a professional or a hobbyist, the CE-700P Extension Bar is a must-have toolWhether you're a professional or a hobbyist, the CE-700P Extension Bar is a must-have tool
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for your circle cutting needs.for your circle cutting needs.

Fits C-1500 SeriesFits C-1500 Series

C-1500PC-1500P
IC-1500PIC-1500P
eC-1500PeC-1500P

Extension bar size: 52mm x 300mm x 13mmExtension bar size: 52mm x 300mm x 13mm

The CE-700P Extension Bar features ruler measurements inscribed on it, providing you withThe CE-700P Extension Bar features ruler measurements inscribed on it, providing you with
clearly visable accurate measurements, ensuring you get precise cuts every time.clearly visable accurate measurements, ensuring you get precise cuts every time.
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